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Abstract An increasing number of big-data services are being deployed in a cloud computing environment, attracted by the on-demand service, rapid elasticity, and low maintenance
costs. As a result, ensuring the quality of service has become an important research problem. Traditionally, task rescheduling is used to ensure a consistent quality of service in
the event of failure of a virtual machine. However, the network resource consumption
of different rescheduling methods varies. To address this problem, we propose a task
rescheduling method that minimizes network resource consumption.The method includes
three algorithms. The first obtains a set of good virtual machines from the large quantity of
service-providing virtual machines using the skyline operation. A ranking algorithm then
fuses the data size and the task emergency to identify significant tasks. Finally, we present
an algorithm that automatically determines the optimal insertion point for each task. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we extend the renowned simulator CloudSim
and conduct a series of experiments. The results show that our method is more efficient than
other methods in terms of network resource consumption.
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing offers on-demand service, rapid elasticity, and low maintenance costs [2].
On-demand service means that consumers can provision computing, storage,and network
resources automatically as needed [5, 19]. Rapid elasticity enables users to acquire and
release resources quickly, and low maintenance costs that consumers do not need to maintain their own infrastructure [9, 12]. Attracted by the advantages of cloud computing, an
increasing number of big-data industrial companies are migrating their services to the cloud
environment [15].
However, cloud services entail a variety of risks [18]. The reliability of the cloud service is greatly influenced by the reliability of the large number of virtual machines (VMs)
in the cloud datacenter. The failure of one or more VMs is inevitable in such a complex
cloud system [3], and such events are likely to impact all the tasks in the machines waiting
queue. Therefore, ensuring the reliability of cloud services has become an urgent research
problem.
The inevitability of VM failures means that some fault tolerance method should be
adopted to recover the service following a failure event. Fault tolerance is a traditional engineering approach to improving reliability that enables a service to be provided in the event
of a failure. The quality demands vary across different services. We consider the following
problem. To provide big-data services in a cloud environment, the service-providing VM
needs to fetch the data to be processed from the database. There are many big-data processing requests. The huge data from each request consists of many data blocks. To finish each
request in time, each data block processing task has a deadline. If a single VM cannot process all the requests, the service is deployed on several VMs. Due to the possible failures of
service-providing VM, we shall adopt some failure resilience approach for cloud service.
Traditionally, this means rescheduling the tasks to other service-providing VMs. When one
VM fails, all tasks in the waiting queue need to be rescheduled to other service-providing
VMs. Then, the VM re-fetched the needed data from the central database and restart the
task. The process will consume great network resources. However, VM failure events may
be caused by software problems. Suppose the failed VM is on host server s. It is likely
that s had fetched the necessary data before the VM failed. In this condition, the new VM
can fetch the data from s. We can then schedule the task to the nearest service-providing
VM to save network resources. However, the rescheduled task may affect the execution
of other tasks, and the network resource consumption of different rescheduling method
varies.
To overcome the shortcomings, we propose a task rescheduling method (TRM) that
combines three algorithms. Because there are multiple service-providing VMs in the cloud
datacenter, we first choose a set of ”good” VMs to save time. Therefore, the first algorithm
filters the badservice-providing VMs using the skyline operation. A ranking algorithm then
fuses the data size with the task importance to identify the most significant tasks. After these
two steps, a third algorithm automatically determines the optimal insertion point for each
task.
To verify the effectiveness of our method, we extend the renowned cloud simulator
CloudSim to obtain FTCloudSim. We implement the proposed approach in FTCloudSim,
and compare its performance with that of other methods in terms of the total network
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resource consumption. Experimental results show that the proposed method not only
ensures cloud service reliability, but also reduces the consumption of network resources.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some related
work. In Section 3, further background to the research problem is presented, and the proposed method is described. We introduce the system architecture and additional technical
details of our proposed method in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results,
and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work and discussion
There have been plenty of studies on cloud service reliability assurance. Here, we explore
the key technologies for ensuring the reliability of cloud services.
A number of researchers have modeled the reliability of cloud services. For example,
[13] proposed a scalable method to model the reliability of a large-scale cloud. This paper
presented a Markov chain-based method to reduce the analysis time. The cloud system was
modeled as a series of coupled interacting Markov chain-based sub models. Furthermore, a
Petrinet-based paradigm was presented to solve the Markov chain.
Various types of failure can afflict computing resources, e.g., overflow failure, timeout
failure. In [7], these failures were modeled in a cloud computing environment using Markov
chains, queueing theory, a Bayesian method, and graph theory. Based on the developed
model, the authors also proposed an algorithm to evaluate cloud service reliability.
References [8, 10, 14, 16] adopt fault avoidance techniques to ensure the reliability of
cloud services. Fault avoidance techniques try to prevent faults in the system and protect
components from failure.
The Cloudval framework [16] was proposed to validate the reliability of cloud infrastructure. This framework tests the virtualized environment by conducting fault injection-based
experiments. Fault injection-based testing is a type of black box testing in which users
don’t need to know the implementation details of the virtualized environment. Various types
of fault can be injected, including complex fault models such as maintenance events. The
framework is extensible, enabling users to add new fault models.
The effects of temperature on hardware reliability were studied in [8] using a large
collection of data. Other methods have aimed to reduce energy consumption and carbon
emissions. However, the repeated on-off cycles can increases the probability of host server
failure events. The processor life time can also be affected by these on-off cycles. To solve
this problem, [10] proposed a tradeoff method to balance energy consumption and reliability
cost.
The virtualization of computing resources is implemented by a virtual machine monitor
(VMM). As this is software, VMMs face the risk of software aging. To avoid failures caused
by software aging, [14] proposed a software rejuvenation method that captures software
aging states and enables live migrations. The experimental results showed that cold-VM
rejuvenation is sometimes better than warm-VM rejuvenation.
However, the cloud system is very complex, and VM failures are inevitable. Thus, the
adoption of a fault tolerance method is necessary. To this end, [10, 14] attempted to ensure
cloud service reliability by exploiting redundancy.
There are usually a large number of service requests. Therefore, a service is always
deployed across a large number of VMs. In this way, all the service requests can be finished
on time. Because some VMs may fail, we need to deploy the service on more VMs than
necessary to ensure service reliability. This results in a number of redundant VMs. Indeed,
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cloud services with many components will have various levels of redundancy. To attack this
problem, [17, 20, 21] proposed a ranking-based method in which all components are ranked
according to their invocation structures and invocation frequencies. Based on the ranking
results, an optimal algorithm was derived that determines the fault tolerance strategy for
different components.
Different from the above method, in which the redundancy of each component is fixed,
[11] proposed an unfixed redundancy method. This considers the changing redundancy of
each component with time. When a failure event occurs, the method attempts to restore the
necessary redundancy. By taking the resource state and service control flow into consideration, the redundancy of service components can be adjusted. This method not only adjusts
the components impacted by the failure event, but also reconfigures other components. In
this way, the method can reduce the implementation cost of the fault tolerance method.
As we know, when a VM fails, the tasks in the waiting queue need to be rescheduled
to other service-providing VMs. However, none of the currently available methods have
considered the network resource consumption optimization when rescheduling the affected
tasks. Re-fetching the needed data from the central database will consume great network
resources. VM failure events may be caused by software problems. We may fetch the data
from the host server where the failed VM is placed. However, the network resource consumption of different rescheduling methods is quite different. Our aim is to design a TRM
that minimizes network resource consumption.
Unlike the methods discussed in this section, we propose a TRM that can optimize network resource consumption. The details of our method are introduced in the following
sections.

3 Preliminaries
To introduce our proposed method, we present a motivating example. Task rescheduling
is then formulated as an optimization problem. The notation used throughout the paper is
listed in Table 1.
3.1 Motivating example
In cloud computing, all computing resources are virtualized. The computing resources are
provided in units of VMs, with one or more VMs hosted on a server. In a cloud environment, services are deployed on many VMs to ensure the large number of tasks finish on
time. However, the VMs in the datacenter may fail for many reasons. To ensure reliability,
more VMs than needed are provided for the server, and tasks are scheduled to other service
providing VMs when a VM fails.
There are many big-data processing requests. The huge data from each request consists
of many data blocks. To finish each request in time, each data block processing task has
a deadline. As shown in Fig. 1, when a VM fails, all data block processing tasks in the
waiting queue need to be rescheduled to a new VM. To finish the request in time, each task
has a deadline. If we randomly reschedule tasks to other VMs, they may not be completed
on time. If we schedule a task at the end of a waiting queue, that task will not be finished
for a long time. If a task is rescheduled at the head of a waiting queue, some other tasks
in the queue will not be finished on time. Furthermore, The network resource consumption
of different rescheduling methods is quite different. For data-intensive services, the new
VM must re-fetch the data to be processed from the central database. As discussed in the
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Table 1 Notations
Symbol

Meaning

P Mi

The ith physical machine or host server in the data center, i = 1, 2, . . .

vmF

The failed virtual machine

P M(vmF )

The physical machine on which P M(vmF ) is located

vmj

A virtual machine, j = 1,2,3 . . . . vmj is characterized by a (P M(vmi ), Q(vmi ))

Tk

A task, k = 1,2,3. . . . Tk is characterized by a three-parameter tuple

vm(Tk )

The virtual machine in which Tk is running

Q(vmi )

The task waiting queue of vmi

Lx

A link in the network, x = 1,2,3

(R(Tk ), tdeadline (Tk ), V M(Tk ))

R(Tk )

The data size of Tk

tdeadline (Tk )

The deadline of Tk

twait (Tk )

The queue waiting time

tnet (Tk )

The queue waiting time

tp (Ti , vmk )

The time vmk needed to process Ti

d(vmi , vmj )

The distance between the two virtual machine

P red(Q(vmi ), Tj )

All tasks before Tj in the queue

Succ(Q(vmi ), Tj )

All tasks after Tj in the queue

I ndex(Q(vmi ), Tj )

The position of Tj in the queue

Introduction, the host server s may already have fetched the necessary data before the VM
failed, so the new VM can simply fetch the data from s. We can then schedule the task to the
nearest service-providing VM to save network resources. We cannot schedule all tasks to
the nearest service providing VM. The VM is not strong enough to finish all tasks in time.
To address the above problems, we propose a TRM that minimizes network resource
consumption. We consider the problem in which all VM failures are caused by software
problems.
3.2 Problem definition
The task rescheduling problem can be formulated as the following optimization problem:

Wxy ∗ R(Tx )
(1)
min
x

y

tdeadline (Ti ) ≥ twait (Ti ) + tnet (Ti ) + tp (Ti , vmk ),
if

Ti ⊂ Q(vmF ) and

Ti

has

been rescheduled

to

Q(vmk )

(2)

tdeadline (Tj ) ≥ twait (Tj ) + tnet (Tj ) + tp (Tj , vmk ),
if

Tj ⊂ Succ(Q(vmk ), Ti )

af ter Ti has been rescheduled to Q(vmk )(3)

where Wxy is 1 if the data of Tx needs to be transferred through network link Ly ; otherwise,
Wxy is 0. The objective function minimizes network resource consumption. The constraint
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Fig. 1 An example of tasks rescheduling

in (2) ensures that each rescheduled task must be completed before the deadline. The constraint in (3) indicates that the rescheduled task cannot affect the execution of other tasks.
After Ti has been rescheduled, all tasks behind Ti must be completed before the deadline.

4 Proposed method
Figure 2 shows the system architecture of our TRM. The main procedures of TRM are as
follows:

Fig. 2 System architecture of TRM
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The waiting queue importance is calculated for each service-providing VM. A serviceproviding VM connection graph is then built based on the datacenter network topology
structure.
Based on the waiting queue emergency and connection graph, the VMs are filtered by
employing the skyline operator.
The emergency of each task is calculated. The data size that can be fetched from
P M(vmF ) is also obtained.
All tasks in the waiting queue of vmF are ranked.
The optimal insertion point for each task in the waiting queue of vmF is determined.

4.1 Phase 1: virtual machine filtration
The large number of service-providing VMs makes it very time consuming to traverse all
VMs. Therefore, we filter out a set of good VMs from the large set of service-providing
VMs. We adopt the skyline operation [4] to filter the VMs.
Skyline computation roots in multi-criteria decision making problem, and is commonly
used to filter out a set of good points from a large number of data points. Suppose point x
and point y are two points in the k-dimensional space. x is denoted by (x1 , x2 , ...xk ), and
y is denoted by (y1 , y2 , ..yk ). x dominates y if x is as good or better in all dimensions and
better in at least one dimension. Those points which are not dominated by any other point
are called skyline. In our method, each point denotes a vm. All VMs in the skyline are called
good VM, and other VMs are called bad VMs. In our method, each VM is denoted by a
vector. A VM is said to be good if it is not dominated by any other VMs. One VM dominates
another if it is as good or better in all dimensions, and better in at least one dimension. In
our method, each VM is denoted as follows:
vmi :=< e(vmi ), d(vmF , vmi ) >

e(vmi ) =

len(Q(vm
 i ))

e(Tj )

j
1 + 2 + 3 + . . . + len(Q(vmi ))

e(Tj )

j ∗2
len(Q(vmi ))(len(Q(vmi )) + 1)

j =1

=

len(Q(vm
 i ))
j =1

e(Tj ) = tdeadline (Ti ) − tcurrent + tp (Ti , vmk )

(4)

(5)

(6)

where e(vmi ) denotes the emergency of the waiting queue, and e(Tj ) denotes the emergency
of each task. If an emergent task is at the head of the queue, we can reschedule a task behind
it. If a very emergent task (e(Tj ) equal to 0) is at the tail of the queue, we can only reschedule
the task at the tail. There is then a large probability that the task cannot be finished on time.
Therefore, we calculate the weighted average of the task emergency to obtain the queue
importance.
The virtual machine filtration procedure is shown in Algorithm1.
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Step1: We select a virtual machine from all service-providing VMs, and place it in the skyline set.
Step2: Each service-providing vmi is compared with all VMs in the skyline set.
Step3: If vmi is dominated by any VM within the skyline set, it is eliminated and will not
be considered in future iterations.
Step4: If vmi dominates one or more VMs in the skyline set, the dominated VMs are eliminated; that is, these VMs are removed from the skyline set and will not be considered in
future iterations. vmi is inserted into the skyline set.
Step5: If vmi cannot be compared with all VMs in the skyline set, vmi is inserted into the
skyline set.
At the end of each iteration, we obtain all good VMs (those not dominated by other VMs).
4.2 Phase 2: tasks ranking
The task importance is calculated by (6). When searching for the optimal insertion point,
we traverse the VMs, starting with the nearest VM and moving to the furthest VM. VMs
that are close to the failed VM will have less network transfer latency. As some tasks are
more important than others, we first determine the insertion point for the more important
tasks. If the selected VM is close to the failed VM, the data transfer will consume less
network resources. Therefore, when two tasks have the same importance, we first search for
an insertion point for the task with the larger data size.
Therefore, the tasks are arranged based on their lexicographic sorting order. We sort all
tasks according to their importance, with those having the same importance sorted based on
their data size.
4.3 Phase 3: insertion point searching
We now describe how the insertion point is determined for each task. The optimal insertion
point of a task must satisfy the following constraints: (1) After the task has been inserted
into the queue, the rescheduled task can be completed before the deadline. (2) After the task
has been inserted into the queue, all the tasks behind the rescheduled task can be completed
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before the deadline. When traversing the queues to search for task insertion points, we obtain
certain information about the queues, such as the waiting time if we insert the task at the tail
of the queue and whether a good insertion point can be determined rapidly in future if queue
information is recorded. Algorithms 2 and 3 describe our insertion point search mechanism.
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We now traverse the sorted task list. For each task Ti , we traverse the VMs, starting with the
closest. For each VM, we examine insertion points from the tail to the head of the queue.
If the current waiting time is shorter than the deadline, Ti is inserted into the queue at the
current point. Otherwise, if the current waiting time is longer than the time available to the
deadline, we move further down the queue to reduce the waiting time. However, this may
cause the tasks behind it to miss their deadlines. Therefore, we calculate the waiting time
for the following task. If the waiting time is less than that to the deadline, we insert the task
and continue the iteration. However, if the waiting time is longer than that to the deadline
after the insertion, we break this circle and traverse the next VM.
To reduce the execution time, we record queue information after each task has been
inserted, including the waiting time of the inserted task and the most important task behind
the inserted task. When traversing a waiting queue, we traverse the inserted tasks from tail
to head, and make use of this recorded information to narrow the search.

5 Experiments
To verify the effectiveness of our TRM, we extend CloudSim [6] and conduct a series of
experiments. This section describes the experimental setup and presents the experimental
results.
5.1 Experimental setup
We construct a 16-port fat-tree datacenter network [1]. Each host server can host up to four
VMs. We trigger 100 VM failure events, and extract all tasks with a size of between 5 and 10
min from the DAS2 dataset1 . We then study the task size distribution, and generate 25000

1 http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl/datasets/gwa-t-1-das2
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Fig. 3 Total root layer packet size

data block processing tasks with the same distribution. The task size is multiplied by 6to
obtain the deadline. The data size of each task is normally distributed between 200 and 400
MB. The number of service-providing VMs for each service follows a normal distribution
between 10 and 20. We demonstrate the capabilities of FTCloudSim, which uses our TRM,
by comparing it with the following four baseline methods:
1.

RHead. A VM is randomly selected for each rescheduled task. The task is inserted at
the head of the task waiting queue. The data is fetched from the central database or
the host server on which the failed VM located, and the strategy is determined by the
network distance.

Fig. 4 Total aggregation layer packet size
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Fig. 5 Total edge layer packet size

2.

3.

4.

RTail. A VM is randomly selected for each rescheduled task. The task is inserted at the
tail of the task waiting queue. The data is fetched from the central database or the host
server on which the failed VM located, and the strategy is determined by the network
distance.
RR. A VM is randomly selected for each rescheduled task. The task is inserted at
random into the task waiting queue. The data is fetched from the central database or
the host server on which the failed VM located, and the strategy is determined by the
network distance.
CRM. The tasks are rescheduled to the nearest VM, but the data is retched from the
central database.

Fig. 6 Total packet size
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Fig. 7 Computation time

The data is re-fetched from the host of the failed VM if there is one copy. We will evaluate
the proposed mechanisms using the following four metrics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Total root layer packet size. The total size of packets that are routed through the root
layer.
Total aggregation layer packet size. The total size of network packets that are routed
through the aggregation layer.
Total edge layer packet size. The total size of network packets that are routed through
the edge layer.
Total packet size. The sum of total root level packet size, total aggregation level packet
size and total edge level packet size.

5.2 Performance comparison
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 display the network resource consumption performance of all methods
on the DAS2 dataset. The results in these figures demonstrate that:
–
–
–

–

Compared to other methods, TRM consumes less root level network resources.
Compared to other methods, TRM consumes less aggregation level network resources.
CRM consume less edge layer network resource than other methods. That’s because
when the two data exchanging nodes are in the same pod, the data would be routed
through the edge layer twice.
Compared to other methods, TRM consumes less total network resources.

Because our method considers the network topological structure and task characteristic,
tasks are rescheduled to the optimal VMs. Therefore, TRM minimizes network resource
consumption.
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5.3 Computation time
This section studies the computation time of our method. We investigate how the following two factors affect the computation time of our method: (1) the number of VMs that
supply the same service (VN). (2) the number of VMs (of same service) that fail simultaneously (FN). Phase 1 and Phase 2 of our method can execute concurrently. In addition, the
rescheduling strategy decision of different services are independent from each other. Therefore, we only count the strategy computation time of a single service. Figure 7 illustrates
the computation time of our method. As shown in Fig. 7, the computation time increases
as FN increases. In addition, Fig 7 depicts that the computation time is also on an upward
trend with an increase in VN. However, comparing to the size of the big-data task, the
computation time is very short. The results can validate the effectiveness of our method.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a task rescheduling method to minimize network resource
consumption. First, the method filters the ”bad” VMs using the skyline operation. Second, tasks are ranked based on their importance and data size. Finally, a queue searching
algorithm determines the optimal location for each task. Experimental results show the
advantage of our method.
In future work, we will conduct further experimental analyses on the impact of the number of service-providing nodes, and consider methods of ensuring the reliability of real-time
services.
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